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So Much of General Service is in the air these two months around the annual   

Conference in New York, so having our Delegate attending the GSC, and attending 

PRAASA virtually, Agenda Topics Workshops, to prepare us all on one of the most 

important jobs, inform our groups and collect a group conscience becoming a physical 

part of the General Service Conference.    

   

PRAASA as always has been an important contribution to my personal sobriety by 

listening and feeling trough my computer’s screen the endless and immense love in 

action from members with the same purpose of helping the alcoholic that still suffers.    

   

At our last Area Committee Meeting, we continued to discuss the motion on 

incorporating CNCA as a California Non-Profit Public Benefit Corporation and that 

CNCA retain the services of a certified bookkeeper to assist the Treasurer, remaining 

several other items of old business like That CNCA requires affirmation of auto liability 

coverage, CNCA increase the reimbursement amount for qualified hotel stays from 

$100 to $150 per night.   

   

We are getting ready for our Virtual Pre-Conference Assembly expecting a lot of people 

to share group consciences on the Agenda Topics; the Pre-Conference Assembly flyer 

lists what topics we will discuss each day. We will also hear group conscience on; That 

CNCA requests that a pamphlet entitled "Experience, Strength and Hope: AA for the 

Transgender Alcoholic" be produced; That AAWS publish a one-page summary of the 

six warranties; and That CNCA requests that a pamphlet entitled "Experience, Strength 

and Hope: AA for the Spanish-speaking LGBTQ Alcoholic" be produced.    

    

Welcome again to all of you that rotated in this Panel, it may be too much to take in 

during this busy season, let’s have fun and work together to maintain our mission to 

those alcoholics who need and seek for help.   
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